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This is the Shapes Family.

Today, the Lantern Competition was announced in their town.
The Shapes get ready for the competition.
Circle got to work.

But, he wouldn’t let his little sister Triangle help him.
Ms. Rectangle said to her, “Make a lantern with triangles!”
Circle made a lantern with circles. He showed it to Mr. Square.

Triangle made a lantern with triangles.
“Don’t you think we are using the same old shapes?” asked Circle.

Triangle agreed.
Together, they made a new lantern with circles and triangles.
Mr. Square made a lantern with squares.

The Shapes finished making their lanterns.
The winning lantern design was announced.
It was the circle-triangle lantern!
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Who Will Win?
(English)

A family of shapes is excited about the lantern competition. But they realize that if they want to win the competition, they will have to work together.
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